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After five or six years of attendance at many meetings
and almost endless discussion with the engineering staff and
all the Directors of the Antelope Valley East Kern (AVCK)
Water Agency, we can confidently announce (hat delivery
of water is scheduled for the winter of 1971-1972. To
achieve this result, your Club and Water Company were
required to accept a contractual agreement projected for a
first period of five years. The Agency, rightfully, needed
our projections to adequately plan for a properly constructed turnout and storage capacily.
Our own distribution system is installed and completely
paid for these many years, nevertheless, we do have the
obligation to estimate our maximum requirements in the
forsccablc years ahead, and though we have no immediate
need for supplemental treated or domestic waler, we will
indicate to the agency such a possibility thus assuring a
continuous supply in any emergency which may arise if our
own wells suffer even moderate attrition as a result of
another long continuing drought.
A prime reason for our very moderate charges for boats
on the lake, slip rentals and launching facilities should be
immediately apparent to all members. We must all share a
moderate assessment for those facilities which afford our
property and boat owners, water sking enthusiasts and
fishermen a private lake, untrammclcd by the general
public, for enjoyment ol all aquatic a c t i v i t y . An e x t r a cost
will be the installation of a delivery pipeline from the
Feather River reservoirs to the boundaries of our own
property; a cost which could conceivably be shared by
other users on either side of our own properties.
More simply staled we should look forward to a
continuing supply of that most precious commodity water,
water, water! For raw or untreated water we are to be
charged at the rate of $25.00 per acre fool (325,900 gals.):
Treated or potable water will probably run $35.00 per acre
loot. There is also included a possible supply of surplus
water at a price of $17.00 per acre foot. Any agreement
executed at this lime is subject to indefinite renewal in
accordance with growth requirements in our area and in
neighboring communities.
The availability of l r cathcr River water is bound to have
a salutary effect on the sound values represented by the
ownership of properly or of any type of membership in our
Club. With (lie advcnl of the Intercontinental Airport and a
rapidly expanding Lockheed development our area becomes
one of the most desircable places in all of the Southland.
Think of our Club area as the next and upcoming San
Fernando Valley. Ry any yardstick we represent sound,
orderly progress toward one of our finest communities
composed of the very best people around!

Launching facilities and mooring slip;; for boat owners now
available at the lake.

